Mining Digitalisation and Analytics
Advancing from the engineering fundamentals and experience of BBEnergy, BBAnalytics
has the unique capability to develop accurate digital models in order to deliver practical
results that improve client profitability.
By harnessing the power of the latest software in big data handling and analytics
BBAnalytics deploys sophisticated algorithms to data sets in the mining and mineral
resources industry, delivering measurable results and otherwise overlooked insights.

10

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
• Deep mining and engineering knowledge
• Range of open source and commercial tools reduces cost of ownership
• Focused on financially driven solutions
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Mining data sets are large and complex. Energy, production and the supply of underground services data
often exist in isolation. Using advanced analytical methods and tools, mining data can be combined in a large
multi-dimensional data model. The data model can be used to find complex and otherwise unknown insights
in the data.

EFFICIENCY BENCHMARK
In being able to combine multiple large data sets and then applying sophisticated analytical methods, we are for
the first time able to draw realistic comparisons to different shafts and operations. With the insights received
management is able to make intentional interventions to improve operational efficiency.

PRODUCTION
Through deep analysis of our client’s production data, cross referenced with day types, weather data,
clocking data, electrical and other costs we are able to develop a digital twin for mines, showing what are
the drivers for production efficiency to ultimately improve the mine’s production.

COSTS
By analysing our client’s cost drivers, we are able to identify areas of reduced returns or plain wasteful
expenditure. The ability to accurately prepare annual budgets, based on different production and cost
scenarios is also made possible by applying the correct analytical tools.

In a progressively data driven era BBAnalytics is satisfying customers’ needs to interpret and learn from mass
data in a way that was not previously possible. We offer a range of analytical methods to investigate potential
areas for energy reduction and production optimisation as well as automated reporting services.
In order to deliver the specialist service to mines and major industrial clients, a deep fundamental understanding
of the industry is required. BBAnalytics has more than 10 years experience in energy efficiency of mines,
through BBEnergy, which is integral in the development of client solutions in BBAnalytics.

Our Story
Having officially started business on
1 March 2011, BBEnergy has grown to
become highly sought-after specialists
for multiple-industry energy and water
management solutions.

